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COST OF PRODUCTION, ItU.

2% acres, Montmorency Cherries, 280 trees. 7 years old.-Orchard valued at |»00.

Interest on money Invested at 6 per cent ^i ha
^*"^'P**-

Taxes IZ
Cultivating during the season •! !•
Pruning

J* ^JSpraying: labor, men, |1.70; horses, $2.32; 8pra> material, $12.88!; 16 90
KerUllilng, 47 tons manure in m
Picking and Packing -22 „
Packages, 11-qnart baskets '.'.'.'.'.'.'".

66 26
Delivering to shipping point—labor: men, $2.70; horses, $3.49! !

!
" '

« 19
Cost of Management

20 00

T°ta' ~,^5ZM
1,246 11-quart baskets, cherries t79Q on

N«t profit .:;:. .;.::•"mew ' "

Th«-se records, with the cxricption of cost of management, tax^s, and interest
on money invested, are actual costs, made up from our time records,
which we keep in minntc detail, together with the cost of packages and spray
material, etc. The receipts do not include any expenses for selling or shipping.
I have deducted commission and express from the receipts, so that our receipts
represent the total received, net, at Simcoe.

You will notice a considerable difference in the two statements as to cost of
cultivation during the season. This is due partly to the fact that in 1913 the
orchard had a heavy cover crop on from the previous year, and was not ploughed
until after cherries were harvested, which kept down our cultivating expenses. In
1013 wc did no pruning whatever.

You will notice that our item of expense for delivery to shipping point is very
small. This is due partly to the fact that we are close to the station, and partly
to the fact that we were drawing strawberries to market practically ali the time we
were drawing cherries, and the same trips answered for both.

You will notice we have charged the labor of men and the labor of horses
separately; this is because we have worked out the actual cost of our horse labor,
and having kept a record of the amount of horse labor spent on various crops, we
oharge it up against those crops at this rate, which is 11.64c. per hour.

Cultural Methods.—The cultural methods followed with the cherry are
entirely different from those followed with the apple. The cherry tree begins to
Iraw on the soil to produce the crop very early in the spring, and very rapidly and
consequently must have early spring cultivation, which needs to be kept up almost
until harvesting time in order to conserve moisture and to pnsh a heavy crop to full
maturity. For a time, just before and during harvesting, however, we have to stop
culbvahon for a period of some two, or perhaps three, weeks, and with an apple
orchard this is the time we would sow our cover crop, but with cherries, if we are
to get another crop again the next season, this is the time when the trees must col-
loct food material and force buds for the next year's crop, and it is not advisable to
stop cultivation. As a matter of fact, we usually plough shallow away from the
trees just after the crop is harvested, and once in three years put on it a heavy ooat
of manure, previous to the ploughing, and cultivate at least once a week almost
fhe whole rest of the season. Towards the first of September, when rains are com-
ing more frequently, we cease the frequent cultivation, and late in the fall plouiA
again to the tree* and leave the o«*ara in this eonelition over winter ready for tiw


